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A large body of existing literature addresses help
systems, their implementation, and their
integration into user environments. Some of this
literature describes help system delivery
mechanisms including context-sensitive help [8],
hypertext help [15], task-oriented help [12], and
dialog-based help [14]. Other literature provides
advice on how to build help mechanisms based
on principles of design and usability [1, 5, 13, 15]
or research data [3, 6, 9].

Abstract
All too often, users fail to use the help systems
available to them. This paper presents the results
of two workshops that drew members from the
information and the interaction/interface design
communities together, from four different
countries, to focus on effective integration of help
systems into users’ environments.
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Nevertheless, the authors believe that the
challenge of getting users to access help still
remains, in part because this is an issue of
interaction and interface design, while most
expertise (and literature) about help resides in the
information communities of practice.

Background
All too often, computer users fail to use the help
systems available to them. This may be the fault
of predecessor help systems, whose content or
information architecture (IA) proved unhelpful.
However, users also fail to use help systems that
do contain useful and well-organized
information. The cause may be not the help
content and IA, but rather how users notice and
access help systems.

This paper summarizes the results of two
workshops, held at the 2004 ACM SIGCHI and
Usability Professionals’ Association
Conferences. The idea for the workshops
emerged from the CHI 2003 SIG on Information
Usability, where many participants expressed
frustration with the difficulty of getting people to
use a help system, even during usability
assessments [16].

The documentation and information architecture
communities have written extensively about the
structure and content of help systems, as well as
on help delivery mechanisms. But even if
architecture and content are perfectly suited to
users’ needs and tastes, a help system may still
fail to engage users, because they don’t interact
with the help system in the first place.

The workshops were attended by a total of 11
participants and three facilitators, and focused on
the effective integration of help systems into
users’ environments. Our goals were to
supplement the existing literature with insights
and guidelines from the participants, and to
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identify potential directions for new research that
could validate, revise, or enhance the guidelines.

Major Issues Identified
The participants attending both workshops were a
mixture of user experience designers, information
architects, technical communicators, and usability
specialists. Parallel and divergent issues emerged
among the two workshops. Taken as a whole, the
issues represent a core set of concerns about
improving users’ access to help.

Defining the Help Access Problem
For the UPA and CHI workshops, participants
submitted “position papers” in advance, which
provided a basis for discussion throughout the
workshop. We asked participants to provide at
least one example of access mechanisms for a
help system, with discussions of the strengths and
weaknesses of each example.

Note: This paper uses the term “help” to refer
concisely to the online information support at
peoples’ fingertips as they use technology
products and services, including web-based
applications. Many organizations are switching to
the term “user assistance.” Nomenclature is one
of the issues discussed below.

One of the CHI workshop participants, Rolf
Molich, had previously conceived and
coordinated the comparative usability evaluation
studies (CUE), where dozens of usability teams
tested the same application [10]. The studies
showed that usability test results are hard to
reproduce, and that more focus should be put on
quality assurance in usability work. Rolf
suggested that these workshops continue the line
of CUE studies by having all participants solve a
realistic exercise in evaluating help access and
then compare the different approaches.

Personas of Help Users
Every product or website has its specific
audiences. Workshop attendees attempted to
characterize help user personas to ensure that we
were considering all kinds of relationships
between users and help systems in considering
the help access problem. The personas that made
sense were users who:
• Are unaware help exists
• Never try help but are aware it exists
• Try help once or twice
• Frequently or always use help

Therefore, as part of the preparation for each
workshop, the participants designed
improvements to how users access the help
information for the OneScreen reservation
interface at the website www.hotelpenn.com. Our
discussions of the exercise solutions led to some
of the issues and conclusions of the workshops.

To increase use of help through better access
design, people who “always use help” might be
considered the least critical persona. However,
members of this group may become the “support
persons” in their work areas because they seek
knowledge from help systems. Improving access
may assist them in training others to use help.

The position papers, the examples they described,
and the design exercise elicited the following
help access issues:
• Context sensitivity
• Ability to answer real user questions
• Integration into the user interface (UI)
• Access mechanisms
• Labeling of the access point
• Barrier of previous bad experiences
• Perception of help size
• Customization of help information

Types of Help
We can define help as descriptive support for
functionality. Help content can be:
• Procedural information describing how to
achieve a goal—for example, Word help
describing how to make labels
• UI instructions on how to use a widget—
for example, Penn Hotel’s description of
how to use its reservation calendar
• Domain information—for example,
TurboTax help on tax codes

These qualities recurred throughout the
discussions and fed into the guidelines and areas
for research.
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Supplemental information—for example,
a glossary
Meta-instructions—help on how to use
help

Modes of help access For each type of help
access, we can consider whether its access is user
initiated (the user clicks or hovers), system
initiated (the system displays a message), or built
in (the information is already on-screen). These
three modes of help initiation have analogous
examples in how a professional conference
provides assistance to attendees:
• User initiates help interaction: Analogous
to when an attendee stops a conference
volunteer to ask directions.
• System initiates help interaction:
Analogous to a conference volunteer
noticing an attendee looking confused
and asking “do you need directions?”
• Built in (system anticipates help
requirement): Analogous to conference
signs providing directions for attendees.

The boundary between functionality and
descriptive support is important when organizing
UI design work and prioritizing the importance of
elements. Functionality receives top billing on
the interface, whereas descriptive support may be
one or more clicks away.
What is considered functionality versus
descriptive support may depend on the user goals
for the application. For example, TurboTax
includes a large body of information about tax
codes. If TurboTax user goals are limited to the
completion of tax forms, then this tax code
information is domain help and therefore
descriptive support. However, if TurboTax’s user
goals include learning about tax codes, then this
information may be considered functionality
itself and receive more prominence on the user
interface.

Help that the system displays in an “embedded
help pane” is, nonetheless, system-initiated.
Users’ acceptance of system-initiated help has
not been high when it interrupts the task flow.
While it can be argued that the embedded help
pane does not interrupt the task flow, users must
interrupt current tasks to see what the pane is
offering.

Help Access Mechanisms
Types of help access The UI boundary between
an application and its help is fading as
applications integrate help more seamlessly,
through such access mechanisms as:
• Embedded help: Instructions labeling the
UI itself
• Context-sensitive help: Instructions in a
persistently visible Help pane or one
click away that are relevant to the user’s
current location
• Hover help: Quick definitions or tips that
appear temporarily when the user holds
the mouse over a UI element
• Message help: System responses to user
actions that contain complete information
about the user’s current situation and the
means for moving forward

Users refer to most types of help—procedural,
supplemental, and instructional—to answer
“quick questions,” and accessing help for onscreen reading is consistent with that use.
However, for help that provides highly
conceptual domain information, users may access
it simply to print it out.
Labeling of the access point We believe that
most users don’t click on “Help” buttons [4,11].
Yet even recently published guidelines still
advise using the word Help as the access point
[7]. The word “help” requires the user to accept a
position of defeat or impasse, when in fact the
user may be willing to continue muddling
through, but would welcome a small piece of
advice.

Traditional help system design assumes separate
user steps for representing the problem, accessing
the help system, and selecting a help topic [2].
However, help perceived as a separate
“application” that must be “learned” and
“navigated” dissuades people from accessing it.

One workshop participant offered an example of
an interface with a Help tab, which server log
analysis indicated received no use. When the
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product team renamed the tab “Can’t Find It?,”
the tab received significant use.
Labeling of the access point should invite the
user to seek more information. For example, the
neutrally worded links “tip” and “info” both
indicate that some additional information is
available, should the user want it.

•
•
•

Answering Real User Questions
Even with embedded help, when the opening
topic is not in fact helpful, the user must delve
further into the help content. If their next view of
the help content seems like “turning on the fire
hose,” only very persistent users press on to find
desired information. The opening help topic must
steer the user directly to the next most likely
sought topic(s) to maintain the user’s confidence
and comfort in seeking help.

•
•

Read customer forums
Talk to training people
Attend training classes and listen to user
questions
Note problems while observing users
Conduct diary studies
Collect what people enter into natural
language boxes, do content and
frequency analysis
Count hits on the knowledge base (from
both customers and customer support)
Set up a user wikipedia, with a user
rating system; do hit counts on the
wikipedia

Help as an Element of Customer
Assistance
Help systems for an application should be one
part of an integrated customer assistance
program. Other parts of such a program include:
• Human-assisted support via telephone,
chat, and email
• Website knowledge base
• Product tutorials and training

How do we learn what real questions turn users
to help, and at what places users ask those
questions? Here is where help content, an issue
that was easy to focus on but defined as
tangential in the workshops, has a direct impact
on “helping users to use help.” Understanding
what content users frequently seek determines
what the top layer of help should be, where in the
interface to place the access point, and what to
label the access point. It may even suggest
wording embedded directly in the UI to save the
user from “looking it up.”

Earlier generation products used primarily at
businesses could rely on word-of-mouth referrals
to the help system by a user’s colleagues. Many
current products and websites are designed for
heavy use in customer homes, where users tend
to fend for themselves. Users need to be made
aware of help resources through all elements of
the customer assistance program, whenever
practical. The workshop groups identified three
areas where awareness of help can be raised.

Workshop attendees suggested the following
methods for learning real user questions:
• Interview customer support, look at call
logs
• Refine structure of customer support logs
to collect better data
• Analyze chat files, e-mails to collect user
terminology
• Collect “Did this topic answer your
question?” feedback when people receive
help, and ask them what their question
was
• Ask what users were trying to look up in
indexes
• Collect customized help that large
customers create to support their end
users

Installation and training All groups supporting
the product launch can raise awareness of help. For
example, the installation process and training
demos can highlight the help system.
Customer support Telephone, chat, and email
support should be an aid for customers to use
help, rather than an alternative to help. Customer
support personnel should themselves be trained
to coach, convince, and evangelize users to use
help.
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Marketing Help as part of the product should
have its own marketing program. Places where
promotional messages can appear are:
• On the company web site for the product
• Newsletter, with topics such as “tip of the
month” (from the help system) or “hot
topics” (frequently accessed help topics
as tracked in server logs)
• User testimonials on the website or in the
newsletter
• Incentives for use or reporting problems,
such as contests with prizes
Marketing messages promoting help can consist
of “calls to action” to users, emphasizing how
they can use help to become knowledgeable and
increase their value to their organization—as well
as make their own jobs easier.

Distinction between Help and
Functionality—Proposed Research
• What is “too much help” on the UI
surface?
• What UI interaction techniques are
appropriate for accessing the distinct
types of help information?
Help Access Mechanisms—Guidelines
• Match the help initiation mode to the
users’ needs/goals/preferences.
• Allow users to choose the initiation they
want.
• Don’t call it Help.
Help Access Mechanisms—Proposed
Research
• How can we align user needs to the
initiation mode?
• How can we align the help information to
the initiation mode?
• How much can we allow users to
customize the initiation mode?
• Which help labels work best? How
successful are symbols as labels? OK to
mix labels? When?
• When is it acceptable for help to interrupt
the task (for example, by covering the
application window)?
• Is acceptance increasing for reading
lengthy information on-screen?

Guidelines and Proposed Research Areas
The solution to helping users access help resides
equally in user interface design and in
information architecture and communication. The
workshop groups identified guidelines for
improving access to help information and areas
where more research would benefit the user
experience design communities of practice.
Distinction between Help and
Functionality—Guidelines
• Blend help with the UI—determine
during early planning who owns it and
who integrates it.
• Design functionality and help support
together from the beginning of the design
process.
• Design help so the user has no perception
of task interruption when accessing it.
• Clearly identify the type of help
information (procedural, instructional,
domain, supplemental) and match the
access design with the type.
• Allow users to customize their access to
help information; for example, allow
them to add links on the UI to help
topics.

User Personas—Proposed Research
• Do “always try” personas become the help
resource for their organizations? What are
the characteristics of this group?
Answering Real User Questions—
Guidelines
• Real questions direct what help labels to
try (and topics to write).
• Perform field research to find out what
common questions users need answered,
and how users group those questions.
• Perform content analysis of customer
support logs, email feedback, and chat
dialogs to uncover key questions and
terminology.
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Try a user wikipedia.
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Answering Real User Questions—
Proposed Research
• Which user support sources provide best
results for quick improvements? Are
more costly sources worth the
investment?
Help as an Element of Customer
Assistance—Guidelines
• Promote help as part of an integrated
customer assistance program.
• Create a business process by which
information is maintained and updated
for all accesses to all forms of customer
assistance.
• Work with marketing, launch team, and
training to build recognition of help in
collateral, advertising, and tutorials.
• Instruct customer support to advise
callers on how to use help to find the
information they are seeking.
Help as an Element of Customer
Assistance—Proposed Research
• What ways are practical to allow users to
customize their customer assistance
experience?
• How can we map different customer
assistance entry points to user types and
needs?
• Do incentives for accessing help work?
Which ones work best?
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